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Bethany,

Below is an image highlighting the changes that we are proposing to Phase 3B - Landbay G. In this revision, we have removed lots 725 to 747, and have proposed new lots 725 - 730. These lots are ~ 60'
wide at the pinch point, and 180' deep. This revision also includes the addition of an 8" water main to loop Royal View Drive to Waterside Drive. 3 dual wye water services are proposed on Heritage Shores
Circle, and an 8" sewer main is proposed at the rear of the proposed lots with 3 dual wye services to support the 6 lots. The previous alignment of Royal View Drive has been adjusted as well. The former 4-
way intersection at Passwaters Lane and Heritage Shores Circle is now a 3-way intersection with curb cuts and grated inlet tops where the previous curb inlets were located.  

Please let me know if you have any questions about the changes I have proposed in this revision. Thank you. 
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